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SUMMARY

In this paper, a new model-based proportional–integral–derivative (PID) tuning and controller approach is
introduced for Hammerstein systems that are identified on the basis of the observational input/output data.
The nonlinear static function in the Hammerstein system is modelled using a B-spline neural network. The
control signal is composed of a PID controller, together with a correction term. Both the parameters in
the PID controller and the correction term are optimized on the basis of minimizing the multistep ahead
prediction errors. In order to update the control signal, the multistep ahead predictions of the Hammerstein
system based on B-spline neural networks and the associated Jacobian matrix are calculated using the de
Boor algorithms, including both the functional and derivative recursions. Numerical examples are utilized
to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed approaches. Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Because of their simplicity and robust performance, proportional–integral–derivative (PID)
controllers have been the most popular controller structures. A major issue associated with a PID
controller design however is that its parameters need to be tuned properly. There exist many tuning
and adaptation schemes for linear plants in the literature [1–3]. However, it is a challenging task to
obtain good PID controller parameters if the plant to be controlled exhibits nonlinear behaviour. In
order to tune and adapt the PID parameters for controlling a nonlinear unknown plant, it is neces-
sary to obtain a nonlinear or a linearized model of the plant. For systems that can be described by
the controlled autoregressive integrated moving average (CARIMA) models, PID parameters can be
tuned by using model-predictive control methods based on the CARIMA model of the plant [4,5].

Neural networks have been widely applied to model unknown dynamical processes and then used
for PID parameter tuning. In [6], the parameters of a PID controller are tuned online by minimizing
the multistep ahead prediction errors on the basis of a dynamic model of the plant obtained using
a recurrent neural network. The predicted error gradients are back-propagated through the network
in order to find the modifications in the controller parameters. In [7], a neural network model of the
process is obtained and then is linearized around some instantaneous operating points, similar to the
gain scheduling approach. On the basis of a linearized model corresponding to the operating point,
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the PID parameters are then tuned online by a generalized minimum variance approach. In [8], a
radial basis function (RBF) neural network model is used to tune PID parameters for controlling a
nonlinear time-varying system. In a combined method [9], a neural network model of the plant is
initially obtained, followed by tuning the PID parameters offline based on the neural network using
the genetic algorithm optimization. The support vector machine (SVM) has also been used in the
tuning and adaptation of PID parameters for nonlinear systems. Similar to [7], a model of a nonlinear
system is obtained by an SVM and then is linearized to extract the instantaneous linear model for a
self-tuning PID controller [10]. In [11], a least squares SVM model is used to tune PID parameters
to control a nonlinear time-varying system. Recently, a novel predictive model-based PID tuning
and control approach has been proposed for unknown nonlinear systems that are modelled using
neural networks and SVMs [12]. The work introduces a useful technique both for PID parameter
tuning and for the correction of the PID output during control, which yields superior tracking and
parameter convergence performance.

The Hammerstein model, comprising a nonlinear static functional transformation followed by a
linear dynamical model, has been applied to a nonlinear plant/process modelling in a wide range
of biological/engineering problems [13–16]. For example, it is a suitable model for signal process-
ing applications involving any nonlinear distortion followed by a linear filter, as in modeling of the
human heart in order to regulate the heart rate during treadmill exercises [17] and in the modeling
of hydraulic actuator friction dynamics [18]. The Hammerstein model in itself has also been widely
researched [19–28].

The model characterization/representation of the unknown nonlinear static function is
fundamental to the identification of a good Hammerstein model. Various approaches have been
developed in order to capture the a priori unknown nonlinearity by the use of both parametric [27,28]
and nonparametric methods [22, 25, 26]. It has been shown that the Bernstein basis is the best con-
ditioned and the most stable among any other polynomial basis [29]. The inverse of de Casteljau’s
algorithm was introduced to identify the Bezier–Bernstein neural network by busing the Bernstein
approximation and from observational data [30]. Recently, a new identification algorithm [31] for
the Hammerstein model has been introduced on the basis of the Bezier–Bernstein approximation
and the inverse of de Casteljau’s algorithm. Alternatively, the special structure of Hammerstein
models can be exploited to develop hybrid parameter estimation algorithms [21, 28, 32]. Similar to
the Bezier curve, the B-spline curve has also been widely used in computer graphics and computer-
aided geometric design [33]. B-spline curves consist of many polynomial pieces, offering much
more versatility than Bezier curves while maintaining the same advantage of the best conditioning
property. Early work on the construction of the B-spline curve was mathematically involved and
found to be numerically unstable [34]. However, the de Boor algorithm uses recurrence relations
and is numerically stable [34]. The B-spline basis functions for nonlinear system modelling have
since been widely applied [35–37].

Model-based control for the Hammerstein system has been well studied [14, 38, 39]. A pop-
ular treatment for handling the Hammerstein model is to remove the nonlinearity via an inver-
sion [39–41]. This enables the celebrated self-tuning control methods to be readily applicable
[42]. The implementation of model-based control for an a priori unknown Hammerstein model
requires system identification including modelling and identification of the nonlinear static function.
Different nonlinear model representations result in variations in the controller design algorithms. For
example, in [38,43], the nonlinear static function is based on an explicit polynomial function of the
input. The optimal control law satisfies a polynomial equation of the input, which is then found
via root solving. In [44], the closed-loop system is linearized by inserting the inverse of the identi-
fied static nonlinearity, and the nonlinear subsystems’ inverse is calculated using the inverse of de
Casteljau’s algorithm.

Computationally efficient and numerically stable algorithms are in general desirable in nonlinear
system identification and control. In [45], the control of a Hammerstein system, as characterized by
the B-spline neural network, is investigated through the removal of the nonlinearity via the inver-
sion of a B-spine neural network and the application of a pole assignment controller. The work
introduced a new algorithm referred to as the inverse of the de Boor algorithm which computes
the inverse efficiently. Despite the advantages of linearization methods for controlling Hammerstein
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systems, its performance is heavily dependent upon the assumption that the nonlinearity is removed
via the inserted functional inversion. However, this assumption may not be appropriate in some
circumstances, leading to the deterioration in controller performance because of modeling/tracking
errors especially during the transient phase of systems.

In this work, a new PID controller is introduced for Hammerstein systems that are identified on the
basis of observational input/output data, in which the nonlinear static function in the Hammerstein
system is modelled using a B-spline neural network. Note that, for the system identification of the
resultant model representation, Bai’s overparameterization approach is directly applicable [21]. In
this paper, we used the Gauss–Newton algorithm subject to constraints, as proposed in [31]. The
predictive model-based PID tuning and controller approach in [12] was combined with the B-spline
neural network-based Hammerstein model. For this purpose, multistep ahead predictions of the
B-spline neural network-based Hammerstein model are generated as well as the essential Jacobian
matrix for updating the control signal, on the basis of the de Boor recursion including both the
functional and derivative recursions. The motivation of the proposed methods is twofold. First, this
extends the model-based PID controller [12] to accommodate the Hammerstein systems. Second, the
proposed model based on the B-spline neural networks has a significant advantage over many other
modeling paradigms in that this enables stable and efficient evaluations of functional and derivative
values on the basis of the de Boor recursion, which is used in updating the PID control signals.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the modelling of the Hammerstein
system on the basis of the B-spline functions and describes the system identification algorithm
for the system. Section 3 introduces the proposed model-based PID controller on the basis of the
multistep ahead predictive control. This includes the PID controller parameter optimization, the
corrector block for optimal control signal and the associated multistep ahead predictions and
Jacobian calculations. In Section 4, we have presented the simulation results, and some conclusions
are given in Section 5.

2. MODELLING OF THE HAMMERSTEIN SYSTEM BASED ON B-SPLINE FUNCTIONS

2.1. The Hammerstein system

The Hammerstein system, as shown in Figure 1, consists of a cascade of two subsystems, a nonlinear
memoryless function ‰.�/ as the first subsystem, followed by a linear dynamic part as the second
subsystem. The system can be represented by

y.t/D� a1y.t � 1/� a2y.t � 2/� : : :� ana
y.t � na/

C b1v.t � 1/C : : :C bnb
v.t � nb/C �.t/

(1)

v.t � j /D‰.u.t � j //, j D 1, : : : , nb (2)

where y.t/ is the system output and u.t/ is the system input. �.t/ is assumed to be a white noise
sequence independent of u.t/, with zero mean and variance of �2. v.t/ is the output of the nonlinear
subsystem and the input to the linear subsystem. aj s and bj s are parameters of the linear subsys-
tem. na and nb are assumed known system output and input lags. Denote aD Œa1, : : : , ana

�T 2 <na

and b D Œb1, : : : , bnb
�T 2 <nb . It is assumed that A.q�1/ D 1 C a1q�1 C : : : C ana

q�na and
B.q�1/D b1q�1C: : :Cbnb

q�nb are coprime polynomials of q�1, where q�1 denotes the backward
shift operator.

Figure 1. The Hammerstein system.
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Without significant loss of generality, the following assumptions are initially made about
the problem.

Assumption 1
The persistence excitation condition is given by

rank

0
B@

u.na C nb/ � � � u.na C 1/ y.na C nb/ � � � y.nb C 1/
...

...
...

...
...

...
u.N � 1/ � � � u.N � nb/ y.N � 1/ � � � y.N � na/

1
CAD na C nb (3)

Assumption 2
The gain of the linear subsystem is given by

G D lim
q!1

B.q�1/

A.q�1/
D

Pnb

j D1 bj

1CPna

j D1 aj

D 1 (4)

Assumption 3
‰.�/ is a one-to-one mapping; that is, it is an invertible and continuous function.

Assumption 4
u.t/ is bounded by Umin < u.t/ < Umax , where Umin and Umax are assumed known finite
real values.

Remark 1
� Assumption 1 is necessary irrespective of the model representation and identification algorithm.

Persistent excitation is the essential condition for the input signal for the sake of identifiability.
� Because the signals between the two subsystems are unavailable, Assumption 2 is introduced

for identifiability. Otherwise, any pair of f�Œb1, : : : , bnb
�T , ‰ .�/ =�g, for � ¤ 0, provides the

identical input/output measurements.

The two objectives of the work are that of system identification and subsequent controller design
for the identified model. The objective of system identification for the mentioned Hammerstein
model is, given an observational input/output data set DN D fy.t/, u.t/gNtD1, to identify ‰.�/ and
to estimate the parameters aj , bj in the linear subsystems. Note that the signals between the two
subsystems are unavailable. In this work, B-spline basis functions are adopted in order to model
‰.�/. Specifically, the B-spline basis functions are initially formed by using the de Boor algorithm
[34] for the input data sets.

2.2. Modelling of ‰.�/ using B-spline function approximation

Univariate B-spline basis functions are parameterized using a piecewise polynomial of order k

and also by a knot vector which is a set of values defined on the real line that break it up
into a number of intervals. Supposing that there are d basis functions, the knot vector is speci-
fied by .d C k/ knot values, fU1, U2, � � � , UdCkg. At each end, there are k knots satisfying the
condition of being external to the input region, and as a result, the number of internal knots is
.d � k/. Specifically,

U1 < U2 < Uk D Umin < UkC1 < UkC2 < � � �< Ud < Umax D UdC1 < � � � < UdCk (5)
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Given these predetermined knots, a set of d B-spline basis functions can be formed by using the
de Boor recursion [34], given by

B.0/
j .u/D

�
1 if Uj 6 u < Uj C1

0 otherwise

j D 1, � � � , .d C k/

(6)

B.i/
j .u/D u�Uj

UiCj �Uj
B.i�1/

i .u/C UiCj C1�u

UiCj C1�Uj C1
B.i�1/

j C1 .u/,

j D 1, � � � , .d C k � i/

)
i D 1, � � � , k (7)

The first-order derivatives of the B-spline function have a similar recursion

d
du

B.k/
j .u/D k

UkCj �Uj
B.k�1/

j .u/� k
UkCj C1�Uj C1

B.k�1/
j C1 .u/, j D 1, � � � , d (8)

We model ‰.�/ as a B-spline neural network [37] in the form of

‰.u/D
dX

j D1

B.k/
j .u/!j (9)

where !j s are weights to be determined. Denote !D Œ!1, � � � , !d �T 2 <d . Note that because of the
piecewise nature of B-spline functions, there are only .k C 1/ basis functions with nonzero values
for any point u. Hence, the computational cost for the evaluation of ‰.u/, on the basis of the de
Boor algorithm, is determined by the polynomial order k, rather than the number of knots, and this
is in the order of O.k2/. The evaluation of the first-order derivatives can be regarded as a byproduct,
with the additional computational cost in the order of O.k/.

2.3. The system identification algorithm

With the B-spline approximation, the model-predicted output Oy.t/ in (1) can be written as

Oy.t/D�a1y.t � 1/� a2y.t � 2/� : : :� ana
y.t � na/

C b1

dX
j D1

!jB.k/
j .t � 1/C : : :C bnb

dX
j D1

!jB.k/
j .t � nb/ (10)

Let the modelling error be ".t/D y.t/� Oy.t/. Over the estimation data set DN D fy.t/, u.t/gNtD1,
(1) can be rewritten in a linear regression form

y.t/D Œp.x.t //�T # C ".t/ (11)

where x.t / D Œ�y.t � 1/, : : : ,�y.t � na/, u.t � 1/, : : : , u.t � nb/�T is the system input
vector of observables with an assumed known dimension of .na C nb/, # D ŒaT , .b1!1/, : : : ,
.b1!d /, : : : .bnb

!1/, : : : , .bnb
!nb

/�T 2 <naCd �nb ,

p.x.t //D
h
�y.t � 1/, : : : ,�y.t � na/,B.k/

1 .t � 1/, : : :

: : : ,B.k/

d
.t � 1/, : : :B.k/

1 .t � nb/, : : : ,B.k/

d
.t � nb/

iT

(12)

Equation (11) can be rewritten in the matrix form as

yD P# C " (13)
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where y D Œy.1/, � � � , y.N /�T is the output vector. " D Œ".1/, : : : , ".N /�T , and P is the
regression matrix

PD

2
664

p1.x.1// p2.x.1// � � � pnaCd �nb
.x.1//

p1.x.2// p2.x.2// � � � pnaCd �nb
.x.2//

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
p1.x.N // p2.x.N // � � � pnaCd �nb

.x.N //

3
775 (14)

The parameter vector # can be found as the least squares solution of

#LS D B�1PT y (15)

provided that B D PT P is of full rank. Alternatively, if this condition is violated, that is
Rank.B/ D r < na C d � nb , then performing the singular value decomposition, BQ D Q†,
where † D diagŒ�1, : : : �r , 0, � � � , 0�. Q D Œq1, � � � , q1, � � � , qnaCd �nb

�, followed by truncating the
eigenvectors corresponding to zero eigenvalues, we have

#svd
LS D

rX
iD1

yT Pqi

�i

qi (16)

This procedure produces our final estimate of Oa, which is simply taken as the subvector of the
resultant #svd

LS , consisting of its first na elements. Clearly, information on Ob and O! is contained in
# svd

LS . Hence, it is straightforward to recover this on the basis of Bai’s approach using singular value
decomposition [21]. Alternatively, the parameter estimation for b and ! can be obtained using our
previous work [31]. This is outlined below and in the summary in Appendix A. Consider that a
sequence ´.t/ is generated, on the basis of the derived parameter estimates Oa, as an auxiliary model
output sequence, given by

´.t/D y.t/C Oa1y.t � 1/C Oa2y.t � 2/C : : :C Oana
y.t � na/ (17)

Then, consider approximating ´.t/ by using the following model

Ó.t /D b1

dX
j D1

!jB.k/
j .t � 1/C : : :C bnb

dX
j D1

!jB.k/
j .t � nb/,

D g.x.t /, b, !/ (18)

By setting the objective function as Jg.b, !/ D 1
N

PN
tD1Œ´.t/ � g.x.t //, b, !/�2, subject toPnb

j D1
Obj

1CPna
j D1

Oaj
D 1 (see Assumption 2), the Gauss–Newton algorithm, subject to constraints, as

proposed in [31], is used in this work. For completeness, see Appendix A.

3. THE MODEL-BASED PID CONTROLLER

Figure 2 illustrates the proposed model-based PID controller for Hammerstein systems using
B-spline neural networks, where r.t/ is the desired reference trajectory to be followed by the plant
output y.t/, and e.t/ is the error between the desired and measured output at time index t . Both
the PID controller parameters and the control signal are derived using the concept of predictive
control, which is explained as follows. At each sampling time, consider that the control signal u.t/
is repeatedly applied to the plant exactly for consecutive K time steps, and the resultant predictive
output trajectory vector is denoted as Œ Oy.t C 1jt /, Oy.t C 2jt /, : : : , Oy.t CKjt /�. The optimal u.t/ is
then derived, such that the sum of the squared K-step ahead prediction errors are minimized with
minimum deviation in the control action. In other words, it is obtained by minimizing the objective
function J, given by
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Figure 2. Diagram of the model-based PID controller.

J.u.t//D 1

2

KX
�D1

Œe.t C �jt /�2C 1

2
�.u.t/� u.t � 1//2 (19)

where e.t C �jt / D r.t C �/� Oy.t C �jt / is the �-step ahead prediction error, � D 1, � � � , K , K is
the predetermined prediction horizon and � > 0 is a predetermined penalty term. The control signal
u.t/ is designed to be composed of the PID output u.0/.t /, plus a correction term �ıu.t/, with � as
an optimum step-length, given by

u.t/D u.0/.t /C �ıu.t/ (20)

which is obtained by a two-step procedure. (i) The PID controller parameters are initially optimized
on the basis of minimizing (19) without the correction term (� D 0), followed by (ii) obtaining
�ıu.t/, minimizing (19) subject to the PID controller, as derived in (i).

3.1. PID controller parameter optimization using predictive control

Initially consider that the output of the PID controller u.0/.t /, in response to error e.t/, according
to the following formula

u.0/.t /D u.t � 1/CKP Œe.t /� e.t � 1/�CKI e.t/CKDŒe.t /� 2e.t � 1/C e.t � 2/�, (21)

is applied to the Hammerstein system, where KP , KI and KD are the PID parameters to be
optimized on the basis of the objective function J.u.0/.t //. At the beginning of the control sequence,
the PID parameters are set to zero. In the proposed scheme, we adopt the Levenberg–Marquardt
rule (22) as the minimization algorithm, such that the PID parameters are updated at every time step
according to

2
64

Knew
P

Knew
I

Knew
D

3
75D

2
64

Kold
P

Kold
I

Kold
D

3
75� ˛

�
JT JC	I

��1
JT Oe (22)
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where ˛ is a small predetermined positive number. 	 > 0 is a parameter that yields a compromise
between the steepest descent and the Gauss–Newton algorithms. I is the 3 � 3 identity matrix, J is
the .K C 1/� 3 Jacobian matrix given by

JD

2
666666664

@e.tC1jt/
@KP

@e.tC1jt/
@KI

@e.tC1jt/
@KD

@e.tC2jt/
@KP

@e.tC2jt/
@KI

@e.tC2jt/
@KD

...
...

...
@e.tCKjt/

@KP

@e.tCKjt/
@KI

@e.tCKjt/
@KD

@
p

�.u.t/�u.t�1//
@KP

@
p

�.u.t/�u.t�1//
@KI

@
p

�.u.t/�u.t�1//
@KD

3
777777775

ju.t/Du.0/.t/

D�

2
666666664

@ Oy.tC1jt/
@KP

@ Oy.tC1jt/
@KI

@ Oy.tC1jt/
@KD

@ Oy.tC2jt/
@KP

@ Oy.tC2jt/
@KI

@ Oy.tC2jt/
@KD

...
...

...
@ Oy.tCKjt/

@KP

@ Oy.tCKjt/
@KI

@ Oy.tCKjt/
@KDp

� @u.t/
@KP

p
� @u.t/

@KI

p
� @u.t/

@KD

3
777777775

ju.t/Du.0/.t/

(23)

and Oe is the vector of prediction errors and the input slew given by

OeD

2
6664

e.t C 1jt /
...

e.t CKjt /p
�.u.t/� u.t � 1//

3
7775

ju.t/Du.0/.t/

D

2
6664

r.t C 1jt /� Oy.t C 1jt /
...

r.t CKjt /� Oy.t C �jt /p
�.u.t/� u.t � 1//

3
7775

ju.t/Du.0/.t/

(24)

It can be seen that the Jacobian matrix (23) can be decomposed as the product of two different
matrices by using the chain rule, as follows

JD

0
BBBBBBBB@
�

@ Oy.tC1jt/
@u.t/

@ Oy.tC2jt/
@u.t/

...
@ Oy.tCKjt/

@u.t/p
�

� @u.t/
@KP

@u.t/
@KI

@u.t/
@KD

1
CCCCCCCCA

ju.t/Du.0/.t/

D JmJc

(25)

where

Jm D�
h

@ Oy.tC1jt/
@u.t/

@ Oy.tC2jt/
@u.t/

: : : @ Oy.tCKjt/
@u.t/

p
�

iT

ju.t/Du.0/.t/
(26)

and Jc is a matrix of the partial derivatives of u.0/.t /, with respect to the PID parameters and can be
written by using only the tracking errors as

Jc D
2
4 e.t/� e.t � 1/

e.t/

e.t/� 2e.t � 1/C e.t � 2/

3
5

T

(27)

Over time, the PID parameters are expected to converge. However, mostly in the transient-state
and to some extent in the steady-state, the converged PID parameters may not be good enough
to produce an acceptable control action; that is, the control action u.0/.t / may not be adequate to
force the plant output toward the desired trajectory because of some modeling inaccuracies and
external disturbances, which lead to the necessity of a correction term �ıu.t/ to be added to the
control action.
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3.2. The optimal control signal using corrector block

The aim of the corrector block is to produce a suboptimal correction term ıu.t/ used in (20) by
minimizing the objective function J.u.t// given by (19). More specifically, the corrector block tries
to minimize the objective function J with respect to ıu.t/ on the basis of the second-order Taylor
approximation of the objective function J as follows:

J.u.t//D J.u.0/.t /C ıu.t//

� J.u.0/.t //C @J.u.t//

@u.t/ ju.t/Du.0/.t/

ıu.t/

C 1

2

@2J.u.t//

@u.t/2 ju.t/Du.0/.t/

.ıu.t//2 (28)

Because we wish to find the ıu.t/ that minimizes the objective function, if we take the derivative of
the approximate J with respect to ıu.t/ and equate it to zero, we obtain

@J.u.t//

@u.t/ ju.t/Du.0/.t/

C @2J.u.t//

@u.t/2 ju.t/Du.0/.t/

ıu.t/D 0 (29)

so

ıu.t/D�
@J

@u.t/ ju.t/Du.0/.t/

@2J
@u.t/2 ju.t/Du.0/.t/

(30)

which corresponds to the Newton direction that provides a quadratic convergence to the local
minimum if the scalar second-order term (Hessian) in the Taylor expansion is positive and the
higher-order terms are negligible [46]. At this point, it seems that we need to calculate the gradient
and Hessian terms, that is, the first-order and second-order derivatives of the objective function with
respect to u.t/. However, in order to avoid calculating the time-consuming second-order derivatives,
we can employ the well-known Jacobian approximation which suggests that the .KC1/�1 Jacobian
matrix Jm can represent the gradient vector exactly and the Hessian matrix approximately as

@J.u.t//

@u.t/ ju.t/Du.0/.t/

D 2JT
mOe and

@2J.u.t//

@u.t/2 ju.t/Du.0/.t/

� 2JT
mJm (31)

Thus, we can compute the correction term as

ıu.t/D�JT
m Oe=JT

mJm (32)

In this way, we need only the first-order derivatives. It is obvious that the Jacobian matrix Jm plays
a very crucial role in the proposed structure, as it allows us to obtain the Jacobian matrix (25) to
update the PID parameters and also to calculate the correction term by means of (32).

Finally, once ıu.t/ is determined, a line search is used to search for the optimum step-length � to
further minimize the objective function. This is a typical one-dimensional optimization problem and
can be solved by the golden section algorithm [47]. This algorithm directly evaluates J.u.n/.t // for
a sequence of control signals u.n/.t /, nD 1, 2, � � � , until this converges to the optimal u.t/, which is
associated with the optimum step-length � (see Appendix B).

Note that the PID controller parameter updating formula (22) requires the calculation of mul-
tistep ahead predictions and the Jacobian Jm. Moreover, the subsequent control signal correction
term, given by (20) and (32) via the golden section algorithm (Appendix B), not only requires the
Jacobian Jm, but also the iterative calculation of multistep ahead predictions for the objective func-
tional evaluations. Note also that the calculation of multistep ahead predictions and the Jacobian Jm

are model specific. In [12], this controller scheme has been applied to unknown nonlinear systems
that are modelled using neural networks and SVMs, respectively. In the following, the calculation
of multistep ahead predictions and Jacobian Jm for the B-spline neural network-based Hammerstein
model are introduced.
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3.3. The calculation of multistep ahead predictions and Jacobian Jm

If a control signal u.t/ is repeatedly applied to the plant exactly K time steps, then the �-step
ahead predictions (� D 1, � � � , K) using the B-spline neural network-based Hammerstein model
are given by

Oy.t C �jt /D� a1 Oy.t C � � 1jt /� a2 Oy.t C � � 2jt /� : : :� ana
Oy.t C � � najt /

C b1v.t C k � 1/C : : :C bnb
v.t C k � nb/ (33)

in which each term in the right-hand side of (33) is computed by

Oy.t C � � i jt /D
� Oy.t C � � i jt / if .� � i/ > 0

y.t C � � i/ otherwise

i D 1, � � � , na, � D 1, � � � , K (34)

and

v.t C � � i/D
( Pd

j D1 B.k/
j .u.t//!j if .� � i/ > 0Pd

j D1 B.k/
j .u.t C k � i//!j otherwise

i D 1, � � � , nb , � D 1, � � � , K (35)

Similarly, the elements in Jm, @ Oy.tC�jt/
@u.t/

, � D 1, � � � , K are also computed recursively from

@ Oy.t C �jt /
@u.t/

D� a1

@ Oy.t C � � 1jt /
@u.t/

� a2

@ Oy.t C � � 2jt /
@u.t/

� : : :� ana

@ Oy.t C � � najt /
@u.t/

C b1

@v.t C � � 1jt /
@u.t/

C : : :C bnb

@v.t C � � nbjt /
@u.t/

(36)

in which each term in the right-hand side of (36) is computed by

@ Oy.t C � � 1jt /
@u.t/

D
(

@ Oy.tC��1jt/
@u.t/

if .� � i/ > 0

0 otherwise

i D 1, � � � , na, � D 1, � � � , K (37)

and

@v.t C � � i jt /
@u.t/

D
( Pd

j D1 !j
d

du.t/
B.k/

j .u.t// if .� � i/ > 0

0 otherwise

i D 1, � � � , nb , � D 1, � � � , K (38)

Note that in calculating (33)–(39), the de Boor algorithm (6)–(8) is applied in evaluating the
associated entries. In particular, we point out that the term d

du.t/
B.k/

j .u.t//, in (39), is evaluated
using (8) and gives exact derivative values at minimum extra computational cost, and this is an
advantage specific to our proposed Hammerstein model using B-spline neural network with the de
Boor recursion. Specifically, at each time step, the proposed algorithm requires (33) to be evaluated
.nmax C 1/ times, on the basis of u.n/.t /, n D 1, � � � , nmax , where nmax is the maximum number
of iterations set in the golden section algorithm. Equation (36) is, however, only evaluated once for
the calculation of Jm. Hence, the two main parts of the computational cost are, first, due to the PID
parameter updates in the order of O.9�.KC1/C33/ and, second, due to the iterative multistep ahead
predictions mainly in the golden section algorithm. This is of the order O.k2C.naCk�nb/K/, which
is further scaled by nmax . Effectively, the proposed algorithm enables stable and efficient evalua-
tions of the multistep ahead predictions and functional derivatives to be possible, which could be
problematic for many other nonlinear representations, including some spline function-based
nonlinear models.
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The optimal values for � and K are mostly problem-dependent, and thus, there is no general
analytical way of finding them. Still, it will be helpful to take some general facts given next into
consideration while attempting to find their proper values by trial and error.

Remark 2
� The choice of �. Because � penalizes the difference between successive control actions, its

choice is mainly based on the allowable input slew in the control loop, the level of the
measurement noise and the change in the reference input. If there is no measurement noise
and the reference signal is not changing abruptly, then � can be chosen to be very small, even
zero. Otherwise, it may slow the system response if it is chosen to be too large. If there is some
measurement noise, then the control input will try to tolerate it by fluctuating around a nominal
value, which will increase the performance index given by (19) when � is too small. Therefore,
while making a choice for �, the physical constraints on the actuators, the level of measurement
noise and the expected trajectory of the reference input should be taken into consideration.
� Choice of K. Prediction horizon K has a large impact on the stability and the rise time of

the closed-loop system. Too small K values may lead to oscillations at the output or even
instability, whereas too large values could cause long delays in the system response. In other
words, the choice of K gives a compromise between the stability and the rise time of the
closed-loop system.
� Stability conditions. The main goal of the controller is to force the system output to follow

the reference trajectory. For this purpose, the controller tries to find a suboptimal solution to
minimize the cost function given by (19). For linear noise-free systems, it is demonstrated in
[48] that instead of finding the global solution, feasible, suboptimal solutions to this type of
problem can yield a stabilizing controller. Moreover, as shown in [49], it is even not necessary
to find a local minimum, and the only task during each sampling period is to find a solution
that provides a sufficient decrement in the cost function. In this respect, the model-based PID
controller provides sufficient stability and works for applications with noise-free or low noise
cases. The stability conditions for noisy nonlinear systems are, however, theoretically difficult
and remain as an open problem. In practice, in order to show the robustness of the proposed
controller against the uncertainties caused by prediction errors, the noise level up to which
the controller can provide satisfactory performance should be determined, together with other
parameter settings by trial and error.

4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

The Hammerstein system is a suitable model for signal processing applications involving any
nonlinear distortion followed by a linear filter, for example the modeling of hydraulic actuator fric-
tion dynamics [18] and liquid level control system for a nonconstant cross-sectional area tank [42].
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Figure 3. Eight B-spline basis functions used in the two Hammerstein systems.
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Two Hammerstein systems are simulated, in which the linear subsystems are the same for both sys-
tems as A.q�1/D 1� 1.2q�1C 0.9q�2, B.q�1/D 1.7q�1 � q�2. The nonlinear subsystem, ‰.�/,
is given in each case by

System 1 W‰.u/ D 2sign.u/
p
juj (39)

System 2 W‰.u/ D �2sign.u/u2 (40)

respectively. The variances of the additive noise to the system output are set as �2 D 0.0001 and
0.01, respectively. For each system, 1000 training data samples y.t/ were generated by using (1)
and (2), where u.t/ was a uniformly distributed random variable u.t/ 2 Œ�1.5, 1.5�. The polynomial
degree of the B-spline basis functions was set as k D 2 (piecewise quadratic). The knot sequence
Uj was set as [-3, -2.5, -2, -1, -0.3, 0, 0.3, 1, 2, 2.5, 3]. The resultant 8 basis functions are plotted

Table I. Results of linear subsystem parameter estimation for two systems.

a1 a2 b1 b2

True parameter �1.2 0.9 1.7 �1

Estimate parameters (System 1, �2 D 0.0001) �1.1986 0.8993 1.6886 �0.9880

Estimate parameters (System 1, �2 D 0.01) �1.2003 0.9006 1.7115 �1.0112

Estimate parameters (System 2, �2 D 0.0001) �1.1989 0.8994 1.6887 �0.9882

Estimate parameters (System 2, �2 D 0.01) �1.1992 0.8999 1.6781 �0.9774
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Figure 4. Modelling results for the nonlinear function ‰.u/; (a) System 1 and (b) System 2.
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in Figure 3. Initially, system identification was carried out using the modeling algorithm outlined in
Appendix A for each system. Modelling results are shown in Table I, for the linear subsystem, and
in Figure 4 (a) and (b), for the nonlinear subsystems.

The performance of the proposed controllers for the two systems were tested on the basis of the
models identified using data sets generated with �2 D 0.0001. The parameters were empirically set
at ˛ D 0.2, 	D 10�3, K D 15, �D 10 for illustration only because it was found that the proposed
approach is robust for a wide range of parameters. The reference signals r.t/ were generated as a
series of square waves resembling a staircase. Figure 5(a) and Figure 6(a) plot the computed control
signal applied to each system, respectively. Figure 5(b) and Figure 6(b) plot the system output y.t/
together with the corresponding reference signal r.t/ for both systems, respectively, with a small
noise ( �2 D 2.5 � 10�5 for System 1 and �2 D 9 � 10�6 for System 2). From these figures, it is
shown that the proposed method exhibits excellent results in terms of system identification, as well
as the subsequent control for the identified systems for these particular examples.

In [45], the control is investigated through the removal of nonlinearity via the inversion of the
same B-spine neural network and the application of a pole assignment controller. The perfor-
mance is heavily dependent upon the assumption that the nonlinearity is removed via the inserted
functional inversion. Our experiences on the same examples using pole assignment with lineariza-
tion [45] have shown that, although they can perform equally well in cases of low noise level
and when the reference signals r.t/ are well below the bounds, the proposed method can have a
higher operating range in cases of noise-free or low noise level without performance deterioration.
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Figure 5. Results of the proposed PID controller for System 1.
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Figure 6. Results of the proposed PID controller for System 2.

This is because in [45], the control signal can overshoot the range of v.t/, which has to be
amplitude-limited before the inverse of the de Boor algorithm. On the other hand, in terms of
robustness to noise level for stability, the proposed algorithm is worse than the pole assignment
with linearization [45], probably, because of uncertainties caused by error propagation in multistep
ahead predictions.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has introduced a new effective PID control method for Hammerstein systems based
on observational input/output data. Modeling of the nonlinear static function in the Hammerstein
system is based on B-spline function approximation. By minimizing the multistep ahead prediction
errors, the PID controller parameters are updated and then corrected to generate the control signal.
The multistep ahead predictions of the B-spline neural network-based Hammerstein system and the
associated Jacobian matrix are very efficiently computed on the basis of the de Boor algorithms,
including both the functional and derivative recursions. The efficacy of the proposed approach has
been demonstrated via two numerical examples.

The algorithm proposed here has been specifically aimed at using a practical, well-regarded
PID structure to deal with a class of nonlinear systems that can be reasonably modelled using a
Hammerstein approach. We have shown here how this can be achieved and have given a number of
examples as to how computational cost can be minimized by employing recursive approximation
techniques where applicable.
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APPENDIX A: A SUMMARY OF THE SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM

1. On the basis of the training data set and any prior knowledge on the system, predetermine
the number of basis functions d , the polynomial order k and the input range [Umin, Umax].
Predetermine a set of .d C k/ knots according to (5).

2. Over the training data set DN D fy.t/, u.t/gNtD1, construct d basis functions B.d/
j .u.t// on

the basis of (6) and (7). Subsequently, apply the method described in Section 2.3 to find the
parameter vector Oa as the subvector of # svd

LS .
3. Construct the auxiliary model output sequence ´.t/ by using (17).
4. Apply the Gauss–Newton algorithm, subject to the constraint G D 1 [31], to find Ob and O!.
5. On the basis of O!, the underlying function ‰.�/ for any point within the range ŒUmin, Umax �

can be recovered by applying the de Boor algorithm (using (6)–(8)).

APPENDIX B: PSEUDOCODE OF THE GOLDEN SECTION ALGORITHM

Predetermine �max , �min. {The search range for � is determined by �min D 0 and �max , which
is mapped from the control signal bounds via (20)}

 = 0.38197;
Predetermine precision �.
nmax = -2.078log(�=.�max � �min/) {the number of iterations}
�1 = (1-
 )�min+
�max; utemp = u.0/.t /+�1ıu.t/
Obtain K-step ahead predictions ( Oy.t C 
 jt / 
 D 1, ..., K) in response to utemp

Calculate J1 =
P

K
�D1Œr.t C 
/� Oy.t C 
 jt /�2 + �Œutemp � u.t � 1/�2

�2 = 
�min+(1-
 )�max ; utemp = u.0/.t /+�2ıu.t/
Obtain K-step ahead predictions ( Oy.t C 
 jt / 
 D 1, ..., K) in response to utemp

Calculate J2 =
P

K
�D1Œr.t C 
/� Oy.t C 
 jt /�2 + �Œutemp � u.t � 1/�2

for nD 1! nmax do
n nC 1

if J2 < J1 then
�min �1; �1 �2 ; J1 J2

�2 = 
�min+(1-
 )�max ; utemp = u.0/.t /+�2ıu.t/

Obtain K-step ahead predictions ( Oy.t C 
 jt / 
 D 1, ..., K) in response to utemp

Calculate J2 =
P

K
�D1Œr.t C 
/� Oy.t C 
 jt /�2 + �Œutemp � u.t � 1/�2

end if
if J1 < J2 then

�max  �2; �2 �1 ; J2 J1

�1 = (1-
 )	min+
	max ; utemp = u.0/.t /+�1ıu.t/

Obtain K-step ahead predictions ( Oy.t C 
/ 
 D 1, ..., K) in response to utemp

Calculate J1 =
P

K
�D1Œr.t C 
/� Oy.t C 
 jt /�2 + �Œutemp � u.t � 1/�2

end if
end for
�optimal = .�1 C �2/=2
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